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1. INTRODUCTION
The goal of this work is to study the properties of the holomorphic
TriebelLizorkin spaces HF pqs on the unit ball of C
n, with special emphasis
in the consequences of the strict pseudoconvexity of this domain.
One interesting topic in the theory of functions of several complex
variables is the study of spaces of holomorphic functions whose boundary
values are in certain classical spaces. The cases of the Sobolev spaces W pk ,
the Besov spaces B pps , the BMOA space and others have received con-
siderable attention. However, it seems to us that there is a deficiency in the
consideration of the properties related with the holomorphy in the full scale
of TriebelLizorkin spaces. In this direction, V. S. Guliev and P. I. Lizorkin
[GL] treated these spaces in dimension one.
Of course, some properties studied do not depend strictly on the
holomorphy of the functions, and they could have been established in a
more general frame, but we have consided it useful to give a unified
approach in the context of holomorphic functions.
Let B be the unit ball of Cn and S its boundary. We denote by R the
radial derivative, by I the identity operator and by [s]+ the integer part
of s plus 1. We introduce the holomorphic TriebelLizorkin spaces on the
unit ball by:
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Definition 1.1. Let 0<p<, 0<q, and s0. The holomorphic
TriebelLizorkin space HF pqs is the space of holomorphic functions on B
such that
& f &pqs=\|S \|
1
0
|((I+R)[s]+ f )(r‘)|q
_(1&r2)([s]+&s)q&1 dr+
pq
d_(‘)+
1p
<,
for 0<q<, and
& f &ps=\|S \ sup0<r<1 |((I+R)[s]
+ f )(r‘)| (1&r2)[s]+&s+
p
d_(‘)+
1p
<,
for q=.
It is well known that HF pps =HB
pp
s and that HF
p2
s is the holomorphic
HardySobolev space H ps .
We will begin by giving some characterizations of the holomorphic
TriebelLizorkin spaces in terms of LittlewoodPaley functions and
admissible area functions.
For 0<q, k>s0, and ‘ # S, we consider the LittlewoodPaley
type functions
A1, k, q, s( f )(‘)=\|
1
0
|(I+R)k f (r‘)| q (1&r2)(k&s)q&1 dr+
1q
,
for 0<q<, and
A1, k, , s( f )(‘)= sup
0<r<1
|(I+R)k f (r‘)| (1&r2)k&s,
for q=.
Moreover, for :>1, ‘ # S, let 1:(‘) be the admissible region 1:=[z # B;
|1&‘ z|<:(1&|z| )], and consider the admissible area function
A:, k, q, s( f )(‘)=\|1:(‘) |(I+R)
k f (z)| q (1&|z| 2)(k&s) q&n&1 dV(z)+
1q
with the usual modification if q=.
The main result of Section 2 is to show that for 0<p<, 0<q,
s0, the following statements are equivalent:
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(i) f is in HF pqs .
(ii) A:, k, q, s( f ) is in L p(S ) for some :1 and k>s.
(iii) A:, k, q, s( f ) is in L p(S ) for all :1 and k>s.
Observe that for q=2 and s=0, the above theorem gives well-known
characterizations of Hardy spaces.
In Section 3 we show that for 1<p<, 1q and s0, the space
HF pqs is a retract of some mixed norm space. From this result, we can
obtain that for 1<p<, 1q<, the dual of HF pqs can be identified
with HF p$q$s , and that for 1<p0 , p1<, 1q0 , q1, and s0 , s10, we
have the complex interpolation result (HF p0 , q0s0 , HF
p1 , q1
s1
)[%]=HF p(%)q(%)s(%) .
Moreover, we obtain some embedding results between holomorphic Besov
and TriebelLizorkin spaces.
In Section 4, we obtain some characterizations of these holomorphic
TriebelLizorkin spaces in terms of complex tangential LittlewoodPaley
and admissible area functions, analogous to the ones of Section 2. For
HardySobolev and Besov spaces these characterizations were obtained by
P. Ahern and J. Bruna in [ABr].
In Section 5 we give nonisotropic and isotropic characterizations in
terms of the boundary values. To be precise, we prove that for a
holomorphic function f on B and 1p<, 1q, s0, the following
statements are equivalent:
(i) f is in HF pqs .
(ii) For some s0 , s0<s<s0+12
& f &pqs, NI=&(I+R)s0 f &p+"\|

0 \t&(s&s0)&n ||1&’ ‘|<t |(I+R)s0 f (’)
&(I+R)s0 f (‘)| d_(’)+
q dt
t +
1q
"p
is finite.
(iii) For some s0 , s0<s<s0+1
& f &pqs, I=&(I+R)s0 f &p+"\|

0 \t&(s&s0)&2n+1 ||’&‘|<t |(I+R)s0 f (’)
&(I+R)s0 f (‘)| d_(’)+
q dt
t +
1q
"p
is finite.
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In Section 6, we study the trace of HF pqs on complex submanifolds. We
prove that if V is a complex submanifold in a neighbourhood of B , of
codimension l and transversal to S, then the trace of HF pqs (B) on V & B is
HBpps&lp(V & B). The above trace theorem for Hardy spaces and holo-
morphic Besov spaces can be found in [C], [B2].
Finally, in Section 7 we consider the trace of HF pqs (B) on simple curves
on S. The main result is that for 1p<, 0<q, 0<s<1, and 1 a
smooth simple complex tangential curve on S, the trace of HF pqs (B) on 1
is Bpps$ (1 ), s$=2(s&np)+1p. The above results for HardySobolev and
holomorphic Besov spaces were obtained by J. Bruna and J. M. Ortega
[Br-O1].
We will denote by H=H(B) the space of holomorphic functions on B
and by & f &p the L p &norm of a measurable function f. Moreover, we will
use the notation APB to denote AcB for some constant c which does
not depend of A and B, and ArB to denote APBPA.
2. CHARACTERIZATIONS OF THE SPACES HF pqs IN TERMS OF
LITTLEWOODPALEY AND ADMISSIBLE AREA FUNCTIONS
In the definition of the holomorphic TriebelLizorkin spaces on the unit
ball of Cn there appear some mixed L p norms. Let us start by recalling
some well-known properties of these mixed-norm spaces (see [Be-P],
[Ber-Lo]). If (X, d&), (Y, d+) are two _-finite measure spaces and 0<p,
q, we denote by L p(Lq)=L p(Lq(d+), d&) the space of measurable
functions in X_Y such that
& f &p, q=\|X \|Y | f (x, y)| q d+( y)+
pq
d&(x)+
1p
<,
with the usual modifications if p= or q=.
We will consider the measure spaces (S, d_(‘)) and ([0, 1], 2nr2n&1
(1&r2) dr), where _ denotes the normalized Lebesgue measure on S.
The corresponding mixed norm space will be denoted by L p(Lq1) and its
norm by & f &1, pq . Observe that a holomorphic function f is in HF pqs if
(1&r2)[s]+&s (I+R)[s]+ f (rz) is in L p(Lq1).
To substitute the integral along the radius for integrals on admissible
regions, we need to introduce additional mixed-norm spaces.
For :>1 and ‘ # S, let 1:(‘) be the admissible region
1:(‘)=[z # B; |1&‘ z|<:(1&|z| )].
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We will denote by |:(z) the function
|:(z)=\|S /1:(‘)(z) d_(‘)+
&1
,
where /1:(‘) is the characteristic function of 1:(‘). Note that |:(z)r
(1&|z| 2)&n.
Now, we consider the measure spaces (S, d_(‘)), (B, |:(z)
(1&|z| 2) dV(z)) where dV(z) denotes normalized Lebesgue measure on B.
The corresponding mixed-norm space will be denoted by L p(Lq:) and its
norm by & f &:, pq .
We are interested in the space of measurable functions f on the ball such
that J: f (‘, z)=/1:(‘)(z) f (z) is in L
p(Lq:). We denote this space by F
:, pq. Its
norm is the norm induced by L p(Lq:). Analogously, we denote by F
1, pq the
space of functions on B such that J1 f (‘, r)= f (r‘) is in L p(Lq1). It is clear
that J1 is an isomorphism onto this space.
We will need the following known representation of the dual of the
mixed-norm space L p(Lq)=L p(Lq(d+), d&) [Be-P].
Proposition 2.1. The dual space of L p(Lq), 1p, q< is L p$(Lq$),
1p+1p$=1, 1q+1q$=1. The pairing is given by
( f, g)=|
X_Y
f (x, y) g (x, y) d+( y) d&(x).
Observe that for f, g # F 1, pq the pairing in L p(Lq1) will be
( f, g)1=|
S
|
1
0
f (r‘) g (r‘)
2nr2n&1
1&r2
dr d_(‘)=|
B
f (z) g (z)
1
1&|z| 2
dV(z).
To consider the case :>1, note that if h # L1(B), Fubini’s theorem gives
|
B
h(z) dV(z)=|
S
|
1:(‘)
h(w)|:(w) dV(w) d_(‘). (2.1)
Therefore, for f, g # F :, pq, the pairing in L p(Lq:) is
( f, g):=|
B
f (z) g (z)
1
1&|z| 2
dV(z).
Then, the above pairing does not depend on :.
The next step is to introduce an averaging operator which maps L p(Lq:)
onto F :, pq for 1<p<, 1q and :>1. This operator will permit us
to show that F :, pq is a retract of L p(Lq:) and to obtain some properties of
the space F :, pq from ones of L p(Lq:).
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We will need the following two technical lemmas.
Lemma 2.2. For N>0 and z # 1:(‘),
|
S
|(’)|
(1&|z| 2)N
|1&z ’|n+N
d_(’)PMH&L()(‘),
where MH&L denotes the nonisotropic HardyLittlewood maximal operator
i.e.,
MH&L()(‘)=sup
t
1
|I‘ (t)| |I‘(t) | f (’)| d_(’), I‘ (t)=[’ # S; |1&‘
 ’|<t ].
Proof. The proof of this result is standard. For j0, let Ij=[’ # S;
|1 & ‘ ’|  2 j (1 & |z| 2)] and let I&1 = <. Then, for z # 1:(‘) and
’ # Ij&Ij&1 ,
2 j&1(1&|z| 2)<|1&’ ‘| P |1&’ z|+|1&z ‘|
P |1&’ z|+(1&|z| 2)P |1&’ z|
and thus
|
S
|(’)|
(1&|z| 2)N
|1&z ’|n+N
d_(’)P :
J
j=0
(1&|z| 2)N
2 j(n+N )(1&|z| 2)n+N |Ij |(’)| d_(’)
PMH&L()(‘). K
Lemma 2.3. For :>1 and z # 1:(‘) we have
|:(z) |
S
/1:(’)(z) |(’)| d_(’)PMH&L()(‘).
Proof. For z # 1:(‘) and ’ # S,
|1&’ ‘| P |1&’ z|+|1&‘ z| P |1&’ z|+1&|z| 2P |1&’ z|.
Therefore,
|:(z) |
S
/1:(’)(z) |(’)| d_(’)
P
1
(1&|z| 2)n ||1&’ z| P1&|z|2 |(’)| d_(’)
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P
1
(1&|z| 2)n ||1&’ ‘| P1&|z|2 |(’)| d_(’)
PMH&L()(‘). K
Theorem 2.4. For 1<p<, 1q, and :1, the space F :, pq is a
retract of Lp(Lq:).
Proof. The case :=1 is trivial because the embedding map J1 is an
isometry between F 1, pq and Lp(Lq1).
To prove the case :>1 we consider the averaging operator
A:(.)(z)=|:(z) |
S
/1:(’)(z) .(’, z) d_(’). (2.2)
Observe that A: b J: is the identity operator on F :, pq.
It remains to prove that for 1<p<, 1q, and :>1 the operator
A: maps Lp(Lq:) to F
:, pq. First, we consider the case 1qp<. Since
m=pq1, we have
&A:(.)&q:, pq=sup } |S |1:(‘) |A:(.)(z)|
q |:(z)
1&|z| 2
dV(z)  (‘) d_(‘) } ,
where the supremum is taken over all the functions  in Lm$(S ) of norm
1. By Jensen’s inequality followed by Fubini’s theorem,
&A:(.)&q:, pqPsup |
S
|
B
/1:(’)(z) |.(’, z)|
q |:(z)
1&|z| 2
|:(z)
_|
S
/1:(‘)(z) |(‘)| d_(‘) dV(z) d_(’).
Thus, Lemma 2.3 gives
&A:(.)&q:, pqPsup } |S |B |.(’, z)|q
|:(z)
1&|z| 2
dV(z) MH&L()(’) d_(’) } .
Using Ho lder’s inequality and the continuity of the HardyLittlewood
maximal operator on Lm$(S ) we conclude the proof for the case 1q
p<.
The case 1<p<q follows from the duality (Lp(Lq:))$=L
p$(Lq$: ) and
the above result:
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&A:(.)&q:, pq=sup } |S |B /1:(‘)(z) A:(.)(z)  (‘, z)
|:(z)
1&|z| 2
dV(z) d_(‘) }
Psup {|S |B /1:(’)(z) |.(’, z)|
|:(z)
1&|z| 2
_|:(z) |
S
/1:(‘)(z) |(‘, z)| d_(‘) dV(z) d_(’)=
=sup |
S
|
1:(’)
|.(’, z)|
|:(z)
1&|z| 2
A:( || )(z) dV(z) d_(’)
sup &.&q:, pq &A:( || )&
q
:, p$q$ .
Since 1  q$ < p$ < , we obtain &A:( || )&:, p$q$ P &&:, p$q$ = 1, which
finishes the proof. K
Proposition 2.5. For 1<p<, 1q<, and :1 the dual of F :, pq
is F :, p$q$ with the pairing ( f, g): . For :=1 the result is also true for p=1.
Proof. The case :=1 is clear because F 1, pq is isomorphic to Lp(Lq1).
For :>1, the embedding map J: and Proposition 2.1 give that every func-
tion in F :, p$q$ defines a continuous linear functional on F :, pq.
Conversely, let 8 be a continuous linear functional on F :, pq. By the
HahnBanach theorem we can ‘‘extend’’ 8 from F :, pq to Lp(Lq:). Therefore,
there exists . # Lp$(Lq$: ) such that
8( f )=(J:f, .):
=|
S
|
B
/1:(‘)(z) f (z). (‘, z)
|:(z)
1&|z| 2
dV(z) d_(‘)
=|
B
f (z) A :(.)(z)
1
1&|z| 2
dV(z)
=( f, A:(.)): ,
where A: is the average operator defined in (2.2). Clearly, the result follows
from the fact that A: maps Lp$(Lq$: ) to F
:, p$q$. K
The following results are devoted to obtaining a weighted Bergman-type
operator which maps F :, pq to HF pqs . To do this we introduce the following
operators.
Definition 2.6. For N>&1, M0, we define
PN, M( f )(w)=|
B
f (z)
(1&|z| 2)N (1&|w| 2)M
|1&z w| n+1+N+M
dV(z).
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The next result states the regularity of these operators acting on the
spaces F :, pq. We will need the following lemma.
Lemma 2.7. For N>&1, M>0 we have
(i) PN, M(1)<
(ii) PN, M(/1:(‘)(z) |:(z))(w)P
(1&|w| 2)M
|1&w ‘| n+M
.
Proof. Part (i) can be found in [Ru]. To prove (ii) observe that for
z # 1:(‘) we have |1&w ‘| P |1&z w|. Therefore,
PN, M(/1:(‘)(z) |:(z))
P|
B
(1&|z| 2)N (1&|w| 2)M
|1&z ‘|n ( |1&w ‘|+|1&z w| )n+1+N+M
dV(z).
Using the usual changes of coordinates to estimate integrals of the above
type, we obtain the result (see for instance Section 3 of [O-F]). K
Proposition 2.8. For N>&1, M>0, :1, ;1, and 1<p<,
1q, the operator PN, M is continuous from F :, pq to F ;, pq.
Proof. First, assume :, ;>1 and 1qp< and let m=pq1. By
duality,
&PN, M( f )&q;, pq
=sup } |S |1;(‘) |P
N, M( f )(w)| q
|;(w)
1&|w| 2
dV(w)  (‘) d_(‘) } ,
where the supremum is taken over all the functions of Lm$(S ) of norm 1.
By Ho lder’s inequality and Lemma 2.7(i),
|PN, M( f )(w)|qP|
B
| f (z)|q
(1&|z| 2)N (1&|w| 2)M&=
|1&z w|n+1+N+M&=
dV(z)
for 0<=<M. Of course the above inequality holds for ==0 if q=1.
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Hence, part (ii) of Lemma 2.7 gives
&PN, M( f )&q;, pq
Psup {|S |B | f (z)|q (1&|z| 2)N |1;(‘)
(1&|w| 2)M&=
|1&z w|n+1+N+M&=
.
_
|;(w)
1&|w| 2
dV(w) dV(z) |(‘)| d_(‘)=
Psup |
S
|
B
| f (z)|q
(1&|z| 2)N
|1&z ‘| n+1+N
dV(z) |(‘)| d_(‘).
By formula (2.1), Fubini’s theorem and Lemma 2.2 we have
&PN, M( f )&q;, pq
=sup {|S |1:(’) | f (z)|
q (1&|z| 2)N+1 |
S
|(‘)|
|1&z ‘|n+1+N
d_(‘)
_
|:(z)
1&|z| 2
dV(z) d_(’)=
Psup |
S
|
1:(’)
| f (z)|q
|:(z)
1&|z| 2
dV(z) MH&L()(’) d_(’)
P& f &q:, pq sup &MH&L()&
q
m$ P& f &
q
:, pq .
The case 1<p<q follows from the duality result of Proposition 2.5
and the fact that the adjoint operator of PN, M is PM&1, N+1.
The cases :=1 or ;=1 follow in the same way. K
Theorem 2.9. For 0<p<, 0<q, and t>s0, let HF :, t, pqs be
the space
HF :, t, pqs =[ f # H(B); &L
t
s f &:, pq<]
where
Lts f (z)=(1&|z|
2)t&s (I+R)t f (z).
Then, for every t>s and :1 we have HF :, t, pqs =HF
pq
s .
Proof. We will prove that HF :, t0, pqs =HF
;, t1, pq
s , for every t0 , t1>s, :,
; 1.
Let N>0. It is well known that for an adequate constant cN ,
cN(1&|z| 2)N(1&z w)n+1+N is a reproducing kernel for holomorphic func-
tions on B .
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Clearly
(I+R)t0 f (w)=cN |
B
(I+R)t1 f (z)(I+Rw)t0&t1
(1&|z| 2)N
(1&z w)n+1+N
dV(z).
Recall that for m>0 the operator (I+R)&m has the integral expression
(I+R)&m f (z)=
1
1(m) |
1
0 \log
1
r+
m&1
f (rz) dr.
Therefore,
&Lt0s f &:, pqP"|B |(I+R)t1 f (z)|
(1&|z| 2)N (1&|w| 2)t0&s
|1&z w|n+1+N+t0&t1
dV(z)":, pq
=&PN&t1+s, t0&s( |Lt1s f | )&:, pq .
Now, for 1<p<, 1q the result follows from Proposition 2.8.
To obtain the result for 0<p1 or 0<q1 we can use Corollary 5.3
of [B1] which shows that for every 0<=<1
PN&t1+s, t0&s( |Lt1s f | )c=(P
(N&t1+s+n+1) =&n&1, (t0&s)=( |Lt1s f |
=))1=.
Therefore, for 0<=<min(p, q) and N sufficiently large, we have
&PN&t1+s, t0&s( |Lt1s f | )&:, pq
P&P(N&t1+s+n+1) =&n&1, (t0&s)=( |Lt1s f |
=)&1=: , ( p=)(q=)
P&|Lt1s f |
=&1=; , ( p=)(q=)=&L
t1
s f &;, pq
which ends the proof. K
Corollary 2.10. For ts the operator (I+R)t from HF pqs to HF
pq
s&t is
an isomorphism.
3. EMBEDDINGS, DUALITY AND INTERPOLATION
RESULTS IN HF pqs .
The first result states some relations between holomorphic Besov spaces
and holomorphic TriebelLizorkin spaces, similar to the ones known for
the real case (see [T1], [T2]).
We recall the definition of the holomorphic Besov spaces HBpqs .
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Definition 3.1. For 0<p, 0<q, and 0s, the holomorphic
Besov space HB pqs (B) is the space of holomorphic functions on B such that
_ f _pqs=\|
1
0 \|S |((I+R)k f )(r‘)| p d_(‘)+
qp
_(1&r2)(k&s) q&1 dr+
1q
<
for some k>s. Different values of k give equivalent norms.
Theorem 3.2. For 0<p<, 0<q, 0<q0q1 and s0,
we have
(i) HB p min[p, q]s /HF
pq
s /HB
p max[p, q]
s
(ii) HF pq0s /HF
pq1
s .
Proof. First we prove HBpqs /HF
pq
s , qp. The case p=q is obvious
because HF pps =HB
pp
s . Assume q<p and let m=pq. From duality, Fubini’s
theorem and Ho lder’s inequality, we have
& f &pqs\sup |S |
1
0
|(I+R)k f (r‘)| q (1&r2)(k&s) q&1 dr |(‘)| d_(‘)+
1q
\|
1
0 \|S |(I+R)k f (r‘)| p d_(‘)+
qp
(1&r2)(k&s) q&1 dr+
1q
r_ f _pqs .
In the same way we can obtain HF pqs /HB
pq
s , p<q<. Let m=qp.
Thus, by duality in Lm([0, 1], (1&r2)(k&s) q&1 dr) we have
_ f _pqs\sup |
1
0
|
S
|(I+R)k f (r‘)| p (1&r2)(k&s) q&1 d_(‘) |(r)| dr+
1p
\|S \|
1
0
|(I+R)k f (r‘)| qd_(‘)+
qp
(1&r2)(k&s) q&1 dr+
1p
r& f &pqs .
The inclusion HF ps /HB
p
s is obvious.
Now, we prove HF pq0s /HF
pq1
s . We begin with the case q1=.
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By subharmonicity, for 0<=<min[ p, q], we have
|Lks f (r‘)| P\ 1(1&r2)n+1 |K(r‘, c(1&r)) |(I+R)k f (z)| = dV(z)+
1=
_(1&r2)k&s,
where K(z, t) denotes the nonisotropic ball
K(z, t)=[w # B; |z (z&w)|+|w (w&z)|+|z&w| 2<t]. (3.1)
Integrating in spherical coordinates and applying Ho lder’s inequality we
have
|Lks f (r‘)| P\ 1(1&r2)n+1 |I‘(c(1&r)) |
r+c$(1&r)
r&c(1&r)
|(I+R)k f (t’)| =
_(1&t2)(k&s)= dt d_(’)+
1=
P\ 1(1&r2)n |I‘(c(1&r)) \|
r+c$(1&r)
r&c(1&r)
|(I+R)k f (t’)|q
_(1&t2)(k&s) q&1 dt+
=q
d_(’)+
1=
P\MH&L \|
1
0
|(I+R)k f (t’)|q (1&t2)(k&s) q&1 dt+
=q
(‘)+
1=
.
Thus,
& f & pps=|
S
( sup
0<r<1
|Lks f (r‘)| )
p d_(‘)
P|
S \MH&L \|
1
0
|(I+R)k f (t’)|q (1&t2)(k&s) q&1 dt+
=q
(‘)+
p=
_d_(‘)
P& f &ppqs
To conclude, we prove the inequality
& f &pq1s& f &
q0 q1
pq0s
& f &1&q0 q1ps , q0<q1<.
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It follows from
& f &ppq1sP|S ( sup0<r<1 |(I+R)
k f (r‘)| (1&r2)k&s)(q1&q0) pq1
_\|
1
0
|(I+R)k f (r‘)|q0 (1&r2)(k&s) q0&1 dr+
pq1
d_(‘)
and Ho lder’s inequality with m=q1 q0 . K
Remark. The above result and the known embeddings between Besov
spaces (see [T1], [T2] and [O-F]) give
HBps0 /HB
pq0
s /HF
pq0
s /HF
pp
s
=HBpps /HF
pq1
s /HB
pq1
s /HB

s&np
for q0pq1 and 0s<s0 .
Theorem 3.3. For 1<p<, 1q, s0 and :1, the space
HF pqs is a retract of F
:, pq.
Proof. Let k be an integer greater than s and N>k&s. We define the
operator
T k&s, N( f )(w)=cN(I+R) &k |
B
f (z)
(1&|z| 2)N&k+s
(1&z w)n+1+N
dV(z).
Note that
|Lks (T
k&s, N( f ))(w)| P|
B
| f (z)|
(1&|z| 2)N&k+s (1&|w| 2)k&s
|1&z w|n+1+N
dV(z)
=PN&k+s, k&s( | f | )(w).
Thus, Proposition 2.8 shows that T k&s, N maps F :, pq to HF pqs .
Finally, observe that T k&s, N(Lks f )=f for f # HF
pq
s , which ends the
proof. K
Remark 1. The above theorem and Proposition 2.4 give that HF pqs is a
retract of Lp(Lq:) for 1<p<, 1q, s0, and :1.
Remark 2. For k=s=0 the operator T 0, N is a weigthed Bergman pro-
jector. Thus if for k>s we consider the space
F :, k, pqs ={. # Ck(B); " (1&|z| 2)k&s 
|#|.
z#1 z #2":, pq<, |#|k= ,
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similar arguments to the ones used in the above proof give that the
weighted Bergman projector T 0, N maps F :, k, pqs to HF
pq
s .
Corollary 3.4. For 1<p0 , p1<, 1q0 , q1, 0s0 , s1 , 0<%<1,
and
1p=(1&%)p0+%p1 , 1q=(1&%)q0+%q1 , s=(1&%) s0+%s1 ,
we have
(HF p0q0s0 , HF
p1 q1
s1
)[%]=HF pqs ,
Proof. The proof follows from
(Lp0(Lq01 ), L
p1(Lq11 ))[%]=L
p(Lq1) (3.2)
and the CalderonLions’s theorem (see [R-Si].)
For 0<Re *<1, let s(*)=(1&*) s0+*s1 . For k>max[s0 , s1] and N
large enough, we consider the analytic family of operators
Lks(*) f (z)=(1&|z|
2)k&s(*) (I+R)k f (z),
T k&s(*), N(.)(w)=cN(I+R)&k |
B
.(z)
(1&|z| 2)N&k+s(*)
(1&z w)n+1+N
dV(z).
Clearly, the operator T k&s(*), N b Lks(*) is the identity operator on the
space of holomorphic functions on B such that (1&|z| 2)N (I+R)k f (z) #
L1(B). It is also clear that for j=0, 1, the operator Lks( j+iy) maps HF
pj qj
sj
to
Lpj (Lqj1 ) with the norm of the operator bounded by some constant inde-
pendent of y.
Moreover, the same arguments used in the proof of Theorem 3.2, give
that for j=0, 1, T k&s( j+iy), N maps Lpj (Lqj1 ) to HF
pj qj
sj
, with norm bounded
by some constant independent of y.
By the CalderonLions theorem and (3.2), we obtain
(HF p0 q0s0 , HF
p1 q1
s1
)[%]/T k&s(%), N(Lp(Lq1))/(HF
p0q0
s0
, HF p1q1s1 )[%] .
Since T k&s(%), N(Lp(Lq1))=HF
pq
s , we have concluded the proof. K
Theorem 3.5. For 1<p<, 1q< and s0, the dual of HF pqs is
HF p$q$s . The pairing can be done for k>s by
( f, g)=(Lks f, L
k
s g):
=|
B
(I+R)k f (w)(I+R )k g (w)(1&|w| 2)2(k&s)&1 dV(w).
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Proof. By Proposition 2.5 it is clear that any g # HF p$q$s defines a con-
tinuous linear functional on HF pqs .
Conversely, by the HahnBanach theorem and Proposition 2.5 again,
every continuous linear functional 8 on HF pqs has the form 8( f )=
(Lks f, .): for some . # F
:, p$q$. From the representation formula
f (w)=c2(k&s)&1(I+R) &k |
B
(I+R)k f (z)
(1&|z| 2)2(k&s)&1
(1&z w)n+2(k&s)
dV(z)
we obtain 8( f )=(Lks f, L
k
s g): , with
g(w)=T k&s, 2(k&s)&1(.)(w)
=c2(k&s)&1(I+R) &k |
B
.(z)
(1&|z| 2)k&s&1
(1&z w)n+2(k&s)
dV(z).
Since, T k&s, 2(k&s)&1 maps F :, pq to HF pqs , we obtain the result. K
4. CHARACTERIZATIONS IN TERMS OF COMPLEX
TANGENTIAL DERIVATIVES
In this section we obtain a characterization of the holomorphic Triebel
Lizorkin spaces similar to the ones of Section 2, replacing radial derivatives
by complex tangential derivatives. For HardySobolev spaces and Besov
spaces HBpps these results were obtained by P. Ahern and J. Bruna [A-Br].
We will follow some of their notations.
Let [Xi, j]i, j=1, ..., n , the set of complex tangent vector fields
Xij=z i

zj
&z j

zi
.
We denote by X$=X1 } } } Xm a complex differential operator whose vec-
tor fields Xl , 1lm are of type Xij for some i, j. Let Cm be the set of all
differential operators X$ formed by m complex tangential vector fields.
As usual, the weight |(Y ) of a vector field Y it will be 12 if Y is com-
plex tangent and 1 if it is not. If Y=Y1 } } } Ym we put |(Y)=mi=1 |(Yi).
The complex tangential gradient of f of order m is defined by
{mX f (z)= :
X$ # Cm
|X$ f (z)|.
The next lemma, which is a reformulation of Lemma 3.11 of [A-Br],
gives a relation between these operators and (I+R)m.
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Lemma 4.1. Let f be a holomorphic functions on B. Then, there exist
constants c0 , ..., cm , cm{0 such that
(I+R)m f= :
m
l=0
cl :
X$ # Cl
X $ X$ f,
where X $=X l } } } X 1 if X$=X1 } } } Xl .
Observe that (I+R)k f is a holomorphic function when f is holo-
morphic. This does not happen if we replace (I+R)k by X$ . However,
X$ f is a function annihilated by powers of  . The following lemma proved
in [A-Br] states a kind of subharmonicity property for these functions.
Lemma 4.2. Let u be a function annihilated by some power of  . For
0<m< and a smooth differential operator Y, we have
|Y u(z)|mP
1
tn+1+|(Y)m |K(z, t) |u(w)|
m dV(w),
where K(z, t) denotes a nonisotropic ball, defined in (3.1), contained in B.
The next lemma gives some estimates for the operators PN, M which per-
mit us to extend the results to p1 or q1.
Lemma 4.3. Let 0<=1 and let u be a measurable function on B which
satisfy
|u(z)| = P
1
tn+1 |K(z, t) |u(w)|
= dV(w), K (z, t)/B, (4.1)
Then, for N satisfying (N+n+1) =&n>0, we have
|PN, M(u)(w)| =PP(N+n+1) =&n&1, M=( |u| =)(w).
Remark. If u is a holomorphic function on B, then this result is the
Corollary 5.3 of [B1]. The proof of our result follows the same ideas.
Proof. Let $0>0 be small enough, 0<$<$0 , and let [Kj, $0=
K(zj , $0(1&|zj | ))]j=0 be a covering of B such that each point of B lies in
at most C of the sets Kj, $0 and such that for each z # B there exists j such
that K(z, $(1&|z| ))/Kj, $0 .
Since for v # K(z, $0(1&|z| ) and w # B, 1&|v| 2r1&|z| 2 and |1&v w|r
|1&z w|, we obtain
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|u(z)|
(1&|z| 2)N
|1&z w|n+1+N+M
P
(1&|z| 2)N&(n+1) =
|1&z w|n+1+N+M \|K(z, $(1&|z| )) |u(v)| = dV(v)+
1=
P\|Kj, $0 |u(v)|
= (1&|v|
2)N=&n&1
|1&v w| (n+1+N+M) =
dV(v)+
1=
.
Therefore,
|
Kj, $0
|u(z)|
(1&|z| 2)N
|1&z w|n+1+N+M
dV(z)
P|
Kj, $0
\|Kj, $0 |u(v)|
= (1&|v|
2)N=&n&1
|1&v w| (n+1+N+M) =
dV(v)+
1=
dV(z)
P\|Kj, $0 |u(v)|
= (1&|v|
2)(N+n+1) =&n&1
|1&v w| (n+1+N+M) =
dV(v)+
1=
.
Hence,
PN, M( |u| )(w)
P :

j=0 \| Kj, $0 |u(v)|
= (1&|v|
2)(N+n+1) =&n&1 (1&|w| 2)M=
|1&v w| (n+1+N+M) =
dV(v)+
1=
P\ :

j=0
|
Kj, $0
|u(v)| =
(1&|v| 2)(N+n+1) =&n&1 (1&|w| 2)M=
|1&v w| (n+1+N+M) =
dV(v)+
1=
P (P(N+n+1) =&n&1, M= ( |u| =))1=
which ends the proof. K
Theorem 4.4. A holomorphic function f is in HF pqs if and only if the
function (1&|z| 2)m2&s ml=0 {
l
X f (z) is in F
:, pq for some :1 and m2s.
Proof. First, we prove & f &pqsPml=0 &(1&|z|
2)m2&s { lX f &:, pq .
By Lemma 4.1 we have
(I+R)m f (w)
=cN |
B
:
m
l=0
cl :
X$ # Cl
X $ X$ f (z)
(1&|z| 2)N
(1&z w)n+1+N
dV(z).
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By Stokes theorem and the fact that for a complex tangential vector
field Y,
|Y(1&z w)| P |z&w| P |1&z w| 12,
we obtain
&Lms f &:, pqP :
m
l=0 "|B ({
l
X f )(z)
(1&|z| 2)N (1&|w| 2)m&s
|1&z w| n+1+N+m2
dV(z)":, pq
= :
m
l=0
&PN+s&m2, m&s(({ lX f )(z)(1&|z|
2)m2&s)&:, pq .
For = and N such that 0<=<min[ p, q] and (N+s&m2+n+1) =&n>0,
Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3 give
&Lms f &:, pqP :
m
l=0
&P(N+s&m2)=, (m&s) =(({lf )(z)(1&|z| 2)m2&s)=&1=:, ( p=)(q=) .
Hence, Proposition 2.8 gives the estimate.
To prove the converse inequality ml=0 &(1&|z| 2)m2&s { lX f &:, pqP
& f &pqs , observe that for N>k
|{lX f (w)| P|
B
|(I+R)k f (z)|
(1&|z| 2)N
|1&z w|n+1+N&k+l2
dV(z).
Thus
&(1&|z| 2)m2&s { lX f &:, pqP&P
N&k+s, m2&s(Lks f )&:, pq .
Now, following the above arguments we obtain the result. K
Observe that arguments similar to the ones used in the proof of the
above theorem give:
Proposition 4.5. Let Y be a smooth differential operator of weight
|(Y)>s. Then,
&(1&|z| 2)|(Y)&s (Yf )&:, pq P& f &pqs .
5. CHARACTERIZATIONS IN TERMS OF BOUNDARY VALUES
Before we state the results, observe that the embedding results of
Theorem 3.2 and its remark show that for s>0 the space HF pqs is a sub-
space of the Hardy space Hp=HF p20 . Therefore, every function f # HF
pq
s ,
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s>0 has radial limits almost everywhere. The same result holds for HF pq0 ,
q2.
However, for q>2 there exist functions in HF pq0 which do not have
radial limits on a set of positive measure. For instance, the holomorphic
function on the unit disc
f (z)= :

j=0
z2 j
is in the Bloch space HF , 0 /HF
p
0 and has a radial limit almost nowhere.
We can obtain examples for 2<q< using the following known
results:
(i) If f (z)=j=0 aj z
mj is a lacunary series and j=0 |aj |
2=, then
f (z) has a radial limit almost nowhere [Z].
(ii) If f (z)=j=0 ajz
mj is a lacunary series, then f (z) # HBpq0 if and
only if j=0 |aj |
q< [J].
In any case, we have that for f # HF pqs and s0<s the function (I+R)
s0 f
has radial limits almost everywhere. We will use (I+R)s0 f (‘) to denote the
radial limit of (I+R)s0 f (z) at the point ‘.
The first result that we obtain in this section is a non-isotropic charac-
terization of the holomorphic TriebelLizorkin spaces in terms of the
boundary values of these functions.
Theorem 5.1. Let 1p<, 1q and s0. Then, a holomorphic
function f is in HF pqs if and only if for some s0 , s0<s<s0+12
& f &pqs, NI=&(I+R)s0 f &p+"\|

0 \t&(s&s0)&n ||1&’ ‘|<t |(I+R)s0 f (’)
&(I+R)s0 f (‘)| d_(’)+
q dt
t +
1q
"p
is finite.
To prove the theorem we need some technical lemmas.
Lemma 5.2. Let g be a holomorphic function on B such that (1&|z| 2)N
|(I+R) g| # L1(B), for some N0. Then, for z, w # B, we have
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| g(z)&g(w)| P |z&w| |
B
|(I+cR)g(v)|
(1&|v| 2)N
|1&v z|n+N&12 |1&v w|
dV(v)
+|z&w| |
B
|(I+cR) g(v)|
(1&|v| 2)N
|1&v z| |1&v w|n+N&12
dV(v)
+|z (w&z)| |
B
|(I+cR) g(v)|
(1&|v| 2)N
|1&v z|n+N |1&v w|
dV(v)
+|w (z&w)| |
B
|(I+cR) g(v)|
(1&|v| 2)N
|1&v z| |1&v w|n+N
dV(v).
Proof. Since
\I+ 1n+N Rw+ cN
(1&|v| 2)N
(1&v w)n+N
=cN
(1&|v| 2)N
(1&v w)n+1+N
is a reproducing kernel for holomorphic functions g which satisfy
(1&|v| 2)N | g(v)| # L1(B), we have
g(z)&g(w)=|
1
0
d
dt
g((1&t) w+tz) dt
=c |
1
0
|
B \\I+
1
n+N
R+ g+ (v)
_
(1&|v| 2)N v (w&z)
(1&v ((1&t) w+tz))n+1+N
dV(v).
Now, the equivalence |1&v ((1&t) w+tz)|r(1&t) |1&v w|+t |1&v z|
and Fubini’s theorem, give
| g(z)&g(w)|=|
B }\I+
1
n+N
R+ g(v) } (1&|v|
2)N |v (w&z)|
|1&v w| |1&v z|n+N
dV(v)
+|
B }\I+
1
n+N
R+ g(v) } (1&|v|
2)N |v (w&z)|
|1&v w|n+N |1&v z|
dV(v).
Therefore, the result follows trivially from the estimates |v (w&z)| P
|z&v| |z&w|+|z (z&w)| and |v (w&z)| P |v&w| |w&z|+|w (w&z)|. K
Lemma 5.3. For 0<N<n, M>N, and z, w # B,
|
S
1
|1&’ w|n&N |1&’ z|M
d_(’)
P{ |1&z w|
N&M
|1&z w|N&n (1&|z| 2)n&M
if M<n,
if M>n.
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Proof. The proof of this lemma is standard and will be omitted. (see for
instance Section 3 of [O-F]). K
Proof of Theorem 5.1. By Corollary 2.10, it is clear that we can assume
s0=0 and 0<s<12.
First, we prove the inequality & f & pqs P& f & pqs, NI .
By the embedding Theorem 3.2 it is clear that for f in HF pqs the function
f is in Hp(S). Thus, we have
((I+R) f )(r‘)=c |
S
( f (’)&f (‘))(I+Rz)
1
(1&’ z)n } z=r‘ d_(’)+f (‘)
and
|L1s f (r‘)| P|
S
| f (’)&f (‘)|
(1&r2)1&s
|1&r’ ‘|n+1
d_(’)+| f (‘)| (1&r2)1&s
P (1&r2)1&s |

0
t&n&2 |
|1&r’ ‘|<t
| f (’)&f (‘)| d_(’) dt
+| f (‘)| (1&r2)1&s.
From the inequality 1&r|1&r’ ‘|, we obtain
|L1s f (r‘)| P (1&r
2)1&s |

1&r
t&n&2 |
|1&’ ‘|<t
| f (’)&f (‘)| d_(’) dt
+| f (‘)|(1&r2)1&s.
Suppose q<. By Hardy’s inequality,
|
1
0
|L1s f (r‘)|
q w1(r)
1&r2
dr
P|
1
0
(1&r)(1&s) q&1 \|

1&r
t&n&2 |
|1&’ ‘|<t
| f (’)&f (‘)| d_(’) dt+
q
dr
+|
1
0
| f (‘)|q (1&r2)(1&s) q&1 dr
P|

0 \t&n&s ||1&’ ‘|<t | f (’)&f (‘)| d_(’)+
q dt
t
+| f (‘)|q
which gives the estimate & f & pqs P& f & pqs, NI for q<.
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Consider now the case q=.
|L1s f (r‘)| P (1&r
2)1&s |

1&r
t&n&2 |
|1&’ ‘|<t
| f (’)&f (‘)| d_(’) dt+| f (‘)|
Psup
t
t&n&s |
|1&’ ‘|<t
| f (’)&f (‘)| d_(’)+| f (‘)|
which gives the estimate.
To prove the converse inequality, it is clear that we only need to establish
the estimate
A="\|
t0
0 \t&s&n ||1&’ ‘|<t | f (’)&f (‘)| d_(’)+
q dt
t +
1q
"p P& f & pqs
for t0>0 small. Clearly, it is sufficient to obtain
A1="\|
t0
0 \t&s&n | |1&’ ‘|<t | f (’)&f ((1&t)’)| d_(’)+
q dt
t +
1q
" p P& f & pqs ,
A2="\|
t0
0 \t&s&n | |1&’ ‘|<t | f ((1&t)’)&f ((1&t)‘)| d_(’)+
q dt
t +
1q
" p
P& f & pqs ,
A3="\|
t0
0 \t&s&n | |1&’ ‘|<t | f ((1&t)‘)&f (‘)| d_(’)+
q dt
t +
1q
" pP& f & pqs .
To prove the estimate for A1 we write
B1(t, ‘)=t&s&n |
|1&’ ‘|<t
| f (’)&f ((1&t)’)| d_(’)
P t&s&n |
|1&’ ‘|<t
|
1
1&t
|(Rf )(r’)| dr d_(’)
P t&s&n |
|1&z ‘|<ct
|(Rf )(z)| dV(z).
Since, trt+|1&z ‘|r |1&(1&t) z ‘| if |1&z ‘|<ct, for M>0 we
obtain
B1(t, ‘)P|
B
|(1&|z| 2)1&s (Rf )(z)|
(1&|z| 2)s&1 tM
|1&(1&t) z ‘|n+s+M
dV(z)
PPs&1, M((1&|z| 2)1&s |Rf | )((1&t)‘).
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Therefore, for 0<=<1 and (s+n)=&n>0, we have
A1P&B1(t, ‘)&1, pq P&Ps&1, M((1&|z| 2)1&s |Rf | )&1, pq
P&P(s+n) =&n&1, M=(((1&|z| 2)1&s |Rf | )=)&1=1, p=, q= .
Hence, Proposition 2.8 gives the estimate.
Let us obtain the estimate for A2 . By Lemma 5.2,
B2(t, ‘)=t&s&n |
|1&’ ‘|<t
| f ((1&t)’)&f ((1&t)‘)| d_(’)
P t12&s&n |
|1&’ ‘|<t
|
B
|(I+cR) f (z)|
_
(1&|z| 2)N
|1&z (1&t)’|n+N&12 |1&z (1&t)‘|
dV(z) d_(’)
+t12&s&n |
|1&’ ‘|<t
|
B
|(I+cR) f (z)|
_
(1&|z| 2)N
|1&z (1&t)’| |1&z (1&t)‘|n+N&12
dV(z) d_(’)
+t1&s&n |
|1&’ ‘|<t
|
B
|(I+cR) f (z)|
_
(1&|z| 2)N
|1&z (1&t)’|n+N |1&z (1&t)‘|
dV(z) d_(’)
+t1&s&n |
|1&w ‘|<t
|
B
|(I+cR) f (z)|
_
(1&|z| 2)N
|1&z (1&t)’| |1&z (1&t)‘|n+N
dV(z) d_(’).
For |1&’ ‘|<t, we have
|1&z (1&t)‘| Pt+|1&z ‘|rt+|1&z ’|r |1&z (1&t)’|.
Thus
B2(t, ‘)P t12&s |
B
|(I+cR) f (z)|
(1&|z| 2)N
|1&z (1&t)‘|n+12+N
dV(z)
=PN+s&1, 12&s((1&|z| 2)1&s |(I+cR) f | )((1&t)‘).
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Since 12&s>0, the same arguments used in the above case give
A2 P& f & pqs .
Finally, we prove the third estimate. Clearly,
A3 P"\|
t0
0 \t&s |
1
1&t
|(Rf )(r‘)| dr+
q dt
t +
1q
"p .
By Hardy’s inequality,
A3 P"\|
1
0
(1&r2)(1&s)q |(Rf )(r‘)| q
dr
1&r2+
1q
"p P& f & pqs
which finishes the proof. K
Remark 1. It is clear that different values of s0 in & f & pqs, NI give
different norms which are equivalent.
Remark 2. If we consider s0=0 and if we denote by C( f ) the Cauchy
Szego projection of f, then the same arguments used in the proof show that
&C( f )& pqs P& f & pqs, NI , 0<s<12.
Remark 3. A version of Hardy’s inequalities for monotone functions
(see [St]) and the same arguments used in the above proof allow us to
obtain that & f & pqsP& f & pqs, NI for every 0<p<, 0<q and s0,
and & f & pqs P& f &pqs for s&s0>n((1min[ p, q])&1). Limitations of the
above type are usual when we consider real TriebelLizorkin spaces (see
[T1, T2]).
The next theorem is an isotropic version of Theorem 5.1.
Theorem 5.4. Let 1p<, 1q and s0. Then, a holomorphic
function f is in HF pqs if and only if for some s0 , s0<s<s0+1,
& f & pqs, I=&(I+R)s0 f &p
+"\|

0 \t&(s&s0)&2n+1 ||’&‘|<t |(I+R)s0 f (’)
&(I+R)s0 f (‘)| d_(’)+
q dt
t +
1q
"p
is finite.
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Remark. Observe that for boundary values of holomorphic functions
on B the nonisotropic condition of Theorem 5.1 and the isotropic condition
of Theorem 5.4 are equivalent.
Proof. By Corollary 2.10, we can assume s0=0 and 0<s<1.
To show the estimate & f & pqs P& f & pqs, I we put
((I+R) f )(r‘)=c |
S
( f (’)&f (‘))(I+Rz)
1&|z| 2
|’&z| 2n } z=r‘ d_(’)+f (‘).
Therefore,
|L1s f (r‘)| P (1&r
2)1&s |

0
t&2n&1 |
|’&r‘|<t
| f (’)&f (‘)| d_(’) dt
+| f (‘)| (1&r2)1&s
P (1&r2)1&s |

1&r
t&2n&1 |
|’&‘|<t
| f (’)&f (‘)| d_(’) dt
+| f (‘)| (1&r2)1&s.
From Hardy’s inequality for q< and elementary estimates for q=,
we obtain & f & pqs P& f & pqs, I .
To prove the converse inequality, it is enough to show the estimates
A1, I="\|
t0
0 \t&s&2n+1 | |’&‘|<t | f (’)&f ((1&t)’)| d_(’)+
q dt
t +
1q
" p
P& f & pqs ,
A2, I="\|
t0
0 \t&s&2n+1 | |’&‘|<t | f ((1&t)’)
&f ((1&t)‘)| d_(’)+
q dt
t +
1q
"p P& f & pqs ,
A3, I="\|
t0
0 \t&s&2n+1 | |’&‘|<t | f ((1&t)‘)&f (‘)| d_(’)+
q dt
t +
1q
" p
P& f & pqs .
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Consider
B1, I (t, ‘)=t&s&2n+1 |
|’&‘|<t
| f (’)&f ((1&t)’)| d_(’)
P t&s&2n+1 |
|’&‘|<t
|
1
1&t
|(Rf )(r’)| dr d_(’)
P t&s&2n+1 |
|z&‘|<ct
|(Rf )(z)| dV(z).
Let M>0. Since, for |z&‘|<ct, trt+|z&‘|, we obtain
B1, I (t, ‘)P|
B
|(1&|z| 2)1&s (Rf )(z)|
(1&|z| 2)s&1 tM
(t+|z&‘| )2n&1+s+M
dV(z).
Thus, as in the proof of Theorem 5.1, to obtain the estimate A1, I P& f & pqs, I ,
we will show that for N>&1 and M>0, the operators
PN, M( f )(t, ‘)=|
S
|
1
0
| f (’, r)|
(1&r)N tM
(t+1&r+|’&‘| )2n+N+M
dr d_(’)
satisfy
(i) PN, M : Lp(Lq1) [ L
p(Lq1), 1<p<, 1q.
(ii) &PN, M( f )&1, pq P&P(N+2n) =&2n, M=( f )&1=1, ( p=), (q=) , 0<=1,
(N+2n) =&2n>&1.
Part (i) can be proved using the outline of the proof of Proposition 2.8.
Part (ii) can be proved following the scheme used in the proof of Lemma
4.3, replacing nonisotropic balls by Euclidian balls.
Then, for 0<=<1 and (s&1+2n) =&2n>&1 we have
A1, I P&B1, I (t, ‘)&1, pq P&Ps&1, M((1&r2)1&s |Rf (r’)| )&1, pq
P&P(s&1+2n) =&2n, M=(((1&r2)1&s |Rf (r’)| )=)&1=1, ( p=), (q=)
P& f & pqs .
The estimate for A2, I follows as in Theorem 5.1. By Lemma 5.2 with
N>0, we have
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B2, I (t, ‘)=t&s&2n+1 |
|’&‘|<t
| f ((1&t)’)&f ((1&t)‘)| d_(’)
Pt2&s&2n |
|’&‘|<t
|
B
|(I+cR) f (z)|
_
(1&|z| 2)N
|1&z (1&t)’|n+N |1&z (1&t)‘|
dV(z) d_(’)
+t2&s&2n |
|’&‘|<t
|
B
|(I+cR) f (z)|
_
(1&|z| 2)N
|1&z (1&t)’| |1&z (1&t)‘|n+N
dV(z) d_(’).
Since |1&’ ‘||’&‘|<t, the same arguments used in the proof of
Theorem 5.1 to estimate B2 , give
B2, I (t, ‘)Pt1&s |
B
|(I+cR) f (z)|
(1&|z| 2)N
|1&z (1&t)‘|n+1+N
dV(z)
PPN+s&1, 1&s((1&|z| 2)1&s |(I+cR) f | )((1&t)‘)
and A2, I P& f & pqs .
The estimate for A3, I is similar to the estimate for A3 in the proof of
Theorem 5.1. K
Remark 1. Observe that as in Theorem 5.1 the above proof permits us
to obtain partial results for p, q<1. To be precise, we have & f & pqs P
& f & pqs, I for every 0<p<, 0<q and s0, and & f & pqs, I P& f & pqs for
s&s0>(2n&1)((1min[ p, q])&1).
Remark 2. As happen in the real case, the condition s0<s is necessary.
For instance, note that if we take p=, q= and s=0 in the norms
defined in Theorems 5.1 and 5.4 and in Definition 1.1, we obtain that these
norms are equivalent to the norm of the Block space. However, if we take
s0=s=0, in these definitions we have that the norm of Definition 1.1 is the
Block norm, although the corresponding norm & f &s0=0q0, NI is equivalent to
a non-isotropic BMOA-norm and the norm & f &s0=0q0, I is equivalent to the
isotropic BMOA-norm. It is known that these norms are not equivalent
(see [K] and [U]).
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6. TRACES ON TRANSVERSE COMPLEX SUBMANIFOLDS.
Let V=[‘ # U; u(z)=(u1(z), ..., ul (z))=0] be a complex submanifold
defined in a neighbourhood U of B and transversal to the boundary of B.
Let W=B & V. We assume that the functions uj satisfy
(i) |(u1 7 } } } 7ul)(z)|>0, z # B & V,
(ii) |(u1 7 } } } 7ul 7 |z| 2)(‘)|>0, ‘ # S & V.
We denote by HB pps (W), 0<p, s # R, the holomorphic Besov space
on W. For fixed k>s its norm is equivalent to
_ f _ pps, W=\ :
k
j=0
|
W
|D j f (z)| p (1&|z| 2)(k&s) p&1 dVW (z)+
1p
,
where dVW denotes the element of volume on W and D is an adequate
(1, 0) tangent vector field to W and transverse to S (see [B2]).
In [B2] it is shown that this space coincides with the restriction of
HB pps+lp(B) on W. The goal of this section is to prove the following
refinement of the above result.
Theorem 6.1. For 0<p<, 0<q and s0, the trace of HF pqs (B)
on W is HBpps&lp(W).
To do so, we need some estimates and some extension operators which
were used in [B1, B2] to obtain the estimate for p=q.
For N large enough and k>s there exists an integral extension operator
of type
EN( f )(w)= :
k
j=0
|
W
D j f (z) Kj (z, w)(1&|z| 2)N+k dVW (z)
whose kernels Kj , j=0, ..., k are holomorphic in w and satisfy
} 
|:|
w:
Kj (z, w)}P 1|1&z w|n&l+1+N+|:| .
Lemma 6.2 [B1]. Let N>0 and 1<p<.
(i) The integral operator
K NS ( f )(z)=|
S
f (‘)
(1&|z| 2)N
|1&z ‘| n+N
d_(‘)
maps Lp(S) to Lp(W, (1&|z| 2) l&1 dVW (z)).
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(ii) The integral operator
K NW( f )(w)=|
W
f (z)
(1&|z| 2)N
|1&z w| n&l+1+N
dVW (z)
maps Lp(W, (1&|z| 2)l&1 dVW (z)) to Lp(S).
Proposition 6.3. For 0<p<, 0<q, s0 and N large enough,
the extension operator EN maps HB pps-lp(W) to HF
pq
s (B).
Proof. Since for q0<q1 HF pq0s /HF
pq1
s it is sufficient to prove the result
for q<min[ p, 1].
Let k>s and m=pq. By duality,
&ENf &qpqs Psup |
S
|
1
0
|(I+R)k EN( f )|q (r‘)(1&r2)(k&s) q&1 dr |(‘)| d_(‘),
where the supremum is taken over all the functions  of Lm$(S) of norm 1.
Since q<1, we have (see [B2])
|(I+R)k EN( f )(r‘)| P :
k
j=0
|
W
|D j f (z)|q
_
(1&|z| 2)(N+k+n&l+1) q&n+l&1
|1&z r‘| (n&l+1+N+k)q
dVW (z).
By Fubini’s theorem,
&ENf &qpqsPsup { :
k
j=0
|
W
|D j f (z)|q (1&|z| 2)(N+k+n&l+1) q&n+l&1
_|
S
|
1
0
(1&r2)(k&s) q&1
|1&r‘ z| (n&l+1+N+k)q
dr |(‘)| d_(‘) dVW (z)=
Psup { :
k
j=0
|
W
|D j f (z)|q (1&|z| 2)(N+k+n&l+1) q&n+l&1
_|
S
|(‘)|
|1&r‘ z| (n&l+1+N+s)q
d_(‘) dVW (z)=
=sup { :
k
j=0
|
W
|D j f (z)| q (1&|z| 2)(k&s+lp) q&qp
_(1&|z| 2)(l&1)m$ K (n&l+1+N+s) q&nS ( || )(z) dVW (z)= .
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Therefore, the result follows from Ho lder’s inequality and part (i) of
Lemma 6.2. K
To conclude the proof of Theorem 6.1, we prove the restriction result.
Proposition 6.4. For 0<p<, 0<q and s0, the restriction
operator maps HF pqs (B) to HB
pp
s&lp(W).
Proof. It is clear that it suffices to obtain the result for q=. Let
t=s&lp. From representation formula, we have
_ f _ pppt, WP|
W \|B |(I+R)k f (z)|
(1&|z| 2)N
|1&z w|n+1+N
dV(z)+
p
_(1&|w| 2)(k&s+lp)p &1d VW (w),
for N large enough and k>s.
First assume that 1<p<. By duality
_ f _ pppt, W Psup |
W
|
B
|(I+R)k f (z)|
(1&|z| 2)N
|1&z w|n+1+N
dV(z)
_(1&|w| 2)k&s+(l&1)p |(w)| dVW (w),
where the supremum is taken over all the functions  in Lp$(W) of
norm 1.
Therefore
_ f _ ppt, W Psup |
W
|
S
|
1
0
|(I+R)k f (r‘)| (1&r2)N
_
|(w)| (1&|w| 2)k&s+(l&1)p
|1&r‘ w|n+1+N
dr d_(‘) dVW (w)
Psup |
S
sup
0<r<1
[ |(I+R)k f (r‘)| (1&r2)k&s]
_|
W
|(w)| (1&|w| 2)k&s+(l&1)p
|1&‘ w|n+k&s
dVW (w) d_(‘)
=sup |
S
sup
0<r<1
[ |(I+R)k f (r‘)| (1&r2)k&s]
_K k&s+l&1M ( || (1&|w|
2) &(l&1)p$) d_(‘).
Clearly, the result follows from part (ii) of Lemma 6.2.
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To obtain the result for 0<p1 observe that for p0<p, we have
_ f _ pppt, WP|
W \|B |(I+R)k f (z)| p0
(1&|z| 2)(N+n+1) p0&n&1
|1&z w| (n+1+N) p0
dV(z)+
pp0
_(1&|w| 2)(k&s) p&1 dVW (w).
Since m=( pp0 )>1, the same argument used to prove the above case
gives the estimate. K
7. TRACES ON CURVES LYING ON THE BOUNDARY
In this section we study the trace of some TriebelLizorkin spaces on
smooth complex tangential curves on S. We recall (see [Br-O1], [Br-O2])
that if 1 is a simple curve in S the trace of the HardySobolev space
HF p2s (B), 1p<, s>(n&1)p and the trace of the holomorphic Besov
space HF pps (B) are contained in the Besov space B
pp
s&(n&1)p(1). If 1 is a
complex tangential curve and 2(s&np)+1p>0, then the trace of the
above spaces is exactly B pp2(s&np)+1p(1 ).
In fact, the proof of the restriction theorem stated in [Br-O1] for H ps
shows that for 1p<, the trace of HF ps (B) on 1 is contained in
B pps&(n&1)p(1).
Using these results and the inclusion HF pqs /HF
p
s we obtain:
Proposition 7.1. Let 1p<, 0<q, and let 1 be a simple curve
on S. Then
(i) HF pqs (B)| 1 /B
pp
s0
(1 ), if s0=s&(n&1)p>0.
(ii) If 1 is complex tangential, then HF pqs (B)| 1 /B
pp
s1
(1), if s1=
2(s&np)+1p>0.
(iii) If 1 is complex tangential and qmin[ p, 2], then, HF pqs (B)| 1=
B pps1 (1), if s1=2(s&np)+1p>0.
Now it seems natural to consider the last problem (iii) for 1p<,
and 1q.
In order to avoid technical complications, we will only consider the case
0<s<1. We will use some extension operators introduced by A. Nagel
[N].
For simplicity, assume that 1 is a simple complex tangential curve on S
defined in [&?, ?], with |#$(t)|=1.
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Let U a tubular neighbourhood of 1. For m>12 and z # U, we consider
the integral operator
Km( f )(z)=|
?
&?
f (t)
(1&# (t)z)m
dt,
the function hm(z)=Km(1)(z) and the operator
Tm( f )(z)=
1
hm(z)
Km( f )(z).
In [N] it is shown that if U is small enough, |(|:|z: ) hm(z)|r
d(z)12&m&|:| where d(z)=inf[ |1&z ‘|; ‘ # 1]. Moreover, if /(z) is a test
function supported in U and equal to 1 in a tubular neighbourhood U$ of
1, and v is a C&solution of the equation  v=Tm( f )  (/hm ), the
operator T m( f )=/Tm( f )&hm v extends continuous functions on 1 to
holomorphic continuous functions on B .
Clearly, hmv # C(B ) and hence the regularity of T m is done by the
corresponding regularity of /Tm . The study of this operator is the main
point of the following theorem.
Theorem 7.2. Let 1p<, 1q and s0 such that 0<s1=
2(s&np)+1p<1.
Then, the trace of HF pqs (B) on a smooth simple complex tangential curve
1 is Bpps1 (1 ),
Proof. Recall that the Besov norm on 1 is given by
_ f _ pps1, 1=& f &p+|
?
&?
|
?
&?
| f (t)&f (u)|
|t&u| 1+s1 p
dt du.
We prove that for mm0 large enough, the extension operator T m maps
Bpps1 (1) to HF
p1
s (B).
For z # U & B we denote by #(tz) the euclidian projection of z in 1
defined by
Re((z&#(tz)) # $(tz))=Re(z# $(tz))=0.
Thus, we have d(z)r |1&# (tz)z| and |1&# (t)z|r |1&# (tz)z|+|t&tz | 2.
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For z # U,
(I+R)k Tm( f )(z)=Tm( f )(z)+ :
k
j=1
cj |
?
&?
( f (t)&f (tz)) R j
_\ 1hm(z)
1
(1&# (t) z)m+ dt.
Therefore, for k>s, we obtain
|Lks (Tm( f ))(z)| P |Tm( f )(z)| (1&|z|
2)k&s+d(z)m&12&k (1&|z| 2)k&s
_|
?
&?
| f (t)&f (tz)|
(d(z)+|t&tz | 2)m
dt.
To prove the result it is sufficient to show that:
(i) |
S \|
1
0
|Tm( f )(r‘)| (1&r2)k&s&1 dr+
p
d_(‘)P& f & pp
(ii) |
S \|
1
0
d(r‘)m&12&k (1&r2)k&s&1
_|
?
&?
| f (t)&f (tz)|
(d(r‘)+|t&tz | 2)m
dt dr+
p
d_(‘)
P& f & pp+|
?
&?
|
?
&?
| f (t)&f (u)| p
|t&u| 1+sp
du dt.
The first estimate is trivial if we take k>m+s.
To obtain the second estimate we take some adequate coordinates in U.
For t # [&?, ?], let e2(t)=#$(t), e3(t), ..., en(t) be an orthonormal base of
the complex tangent space at the point #(t). We consider the coordinate
map
8(t1 , ..., t2n)=t2 \\1& :
2n
j=3
t2j +it3+ #(t1)
+it4#$(t1)+ :
n
j=3
(t2j&1+it2j) ej (t1)+ .
Elementary computations show that if z=r‘=8(t1 , . . ., t2n), then, t2=r,
t1=tz and
d(z)r }1&t2+ :
2n
j=3
t2j +it3 }r1&t2+|t3 |+ :
2n
j=4
t2j .
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In these new coordinates, estimate (ii) can be reduced to
|
?
&?
|
|t3 |+
2n
j=4 t j
2<= \|
1
1&= \1&t2+|t3 |+ :
2n
j=4
t2j +
m&12&k
(1&t22)
k&s&1
_|
?
&?
| f (t)&f (t1)|
(1&t2+|t3 |+2nj=4 t
2
j +|t&t1 |
2)m
dt dt2+
p
dt3 } } } dt2n dt1
P& f & pp+|
?
&?
|
?
&?
| f (t)&f (t1)| p
|t&t1 | 1+s1p
dt1 dt
which can be obtained easily if we assume ms&32. K
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